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Diagnostic Fault Simulation for Synchronous
Sequential Circuits
Shung-Chih Chen and Jer Min Jou, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, a time and memory-efficient diagnostic
fault simulator for sequential circuits is first presented. A distributed diagnostic fault simulator is then presented based on
the sequential algorithm to improve the speed of the diagnostic
process. In the sequential diagnostic fault simulator, the number
of fault-pair output response comparisons has been minimized by
using an indistinguishability fault list that stores the faults that
are indistinguishable from each fault. Due to the symmetrical
relationship of the fault-pair distinguishability, fault list sizes are
reduced. Therefore, the different diagnostic measures of a given
test set can be generated very quickly using a small amount
of memory. To further speed up the process of finding the
indistinguishable fault list for each fault, a distributed approach
is proposed and developed. The major idea for this approach is
that each processor constructs the indistinguishable fault lists for
a certain percentage of faults only. Experimental results show
that the sequential diagnostic fault simulator runs faster and
uses less memory than a previously developed one and that the
distributed algorithm even achieves superlinear speedup for a
very large sequential benchmark circuit, s35932. To the authors’
knowledge, no distributed diagnostic fault simulation system for
sequential circuits has been proposed before.
Index Terms—Diagnostic fault simulation, diagnostic measure,
indistinguishable fault list.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE GOAL of fault diagnosis is to identify the causes
of circuit failures. One diagnosis strategy uses diagnostic
fault simulation to provide a set of potential fault locations,
followed by visual inspection or electron-beam probing of the
faulty circuit to identify the cause of failure. As a result of the
rapid progress in very large scale integration (VLSI) technology, millions of gates can easily be packed into an integrated
circuit (IC). Diagnosing device failures with so many potential
fault locations becomes a very time-consuming job. Therefore,
developing an efficient diagnostic fault simulator is an urgent
need.
Besides providing a set of potential fault locations, diagnostic fault simulation can also be used to determine the diagnostic
capability of a test set. Several measures have been proposed
to measure the diagnostic capability. They are diagnostic
power (DP) [1], diagnostic resolution (DR) [1], equivalence
class (EC) sizes [2], and indistinguishability class sizes [3].
The diagnostic fault simulator developed by Rudnick et al.
[3], which was extended from the PROOFS fault simulator
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[4], used a two-dimensional (2-D) distinguishability matrix to
record the distinguishability between each pair of faults, and
two procedures were proposed to update the distinguishability
matrix after each test pattern was simulated. After all the test
patterns were simulated, the indistinguishability classes were
found and reported by size based on the distinguishability
matrix. Since the time and memory complexities of both
, where
is the number of faults,
procedures are
a large memory and a long execution time are needed to
obtain the indistinguishability classes for very large sequential
circuits.
In this paper, we first present a sequential diagnostic fault
simulator which minimizes the number of fault-pair output
response comparisons by using an indistinguishable fault list
to store the faults that are indistinguishable from each fault.
By applying the symmetrical relationship of the fault-pair
distinguishability, we can reduce the sizes of the fault lists
maintained. Experimental results show that this method uses
less memory but achieves a significant speedup as compared
to the methods for updating the distinguishability matrix
[3]. However, it still spends a lot of central processing unit
(CPU) time on very large circuits. To further speed up the
diagnostic process, a distributed diagnostic fault simulator is
then developed and presented. To the authors’ knowledge, no
distributed diagnostic fault simulator for sequential circuits
has been reported before. Experimental results show that
this distributed diagnostic fault simulator indeed shortens the
diagnostic time greatly, especially for very large circuits.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the measures used to measure the diagnostic capabilities of a
given test set are described. In Section III, we survey previous
methods for updating the distinguishability matrix and identify
their problems. Sequential diagnostic fault simulation is the
topic of Section IV. Section IV-A describes how to minimize
the number of fault-pair output response comparisons. Section
IV-B shows how to extend diagnostic fault simulation to
diagnose a single stuck-at device failure [3]. Section IV-C
shows the experimental results for many ISCAS89 sequential
benchmark circuits [5] and compares them with the results
of previous approaches. Section V demonstrates a distributed
diagnostic fault simulation system connected via ethernet. In
this system, a workstation, which works as a HOST, activates
other workstations, which work as SLAVE’s, to obtain the
indistinguishable faults of all the detectable faults of a circuit
under a given test set. The algorithms for the HOST and each
SLAVE are described in Section V-A and V-B, respectively.
An example is shown in Section V-C to explain the work
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done by the HOST and by each SLAVE. Section V-D shows
the efficiency of this distributed system by providing some
experimental results. Finally, conclusions are made in Section
VI.
II. DIAGNOSTIC MEASURES
In this section, various diagnostic measures are introduced.
Diagnostic resolution (DR) is the fraction of fault pairs distinguished [1]
DR

number of fault pairs distinguished
total number of fault pairs

Diagnostic power (DP) is the fraction of fully distinguishable faults [1]. A fault is fully distinguishable if it can be
distinguished by the test set from all other faults
DP

number of fully distinguishable faults
total number of faults

The above two measures may not adequately reveal the
diagnostic capabilities of a test set since they are single
numbers. To provide more accurate diagnostic information,
Kubiak et al. proposed a third measure, Equivalence Class
(EC) [2], which identifies sets of equivalent faults with respect
to a given test set for a circuit with binary response, i.e., a
combinational circuit or a sequential circuit with a reset state.
Besides reporting DR and DP, which can be computed from
EC, the number of equivalence classes by size is also reported.
Therefore, this measure reveals the diagnostic capabilities
more completely.
In sequential circuits, since the initial value for each flipflop (FF) is unknown
, a good or faulty circuit can
produce a value of 0, 1, or
on any primary output (PO).
Due to the uncertainty of , values 0 and 1 are thought
of as indistinguishable from value . Therefore, equivalence
classes cannot be directly applied to sequential circuits with
unknown initial state at each FF. Rudnick et al. [3] introduced
an alternative measure, indistinguishability class, to express
the diagnostic capabilities of a test set for sequential circuits
with an unknown initial state at each FF. An indistinguishability class is a set of faults such that every pair of faults
in the class is indistinguishable. Two faults
and
are
indistinguishable with respect to a test set, if for every PO,
either the binary values for
and
are equal, or one of
the two values is unknown . Circuits containing faults
which can only be potentially detected, i.e., faults that have
unknown values at PO’s while other faulty circuits have
known zero or one values, will have some faults included
in more than one indistinguishability class. Consequently, the
indistinguishability classes may not be disjoint [3].
When the sizes of indistinguishability classes for a given
test set are found, the diagnostic measures, DP and DR, can
then be computed. The number of fully distinguishable faults
is the number of indistinguishability classes with size one. The
number of distinguished fault pairs can be computed from the
number of indistinguishable fault pairs since DR is equal to
DR

number of distinguishable fault pairs
total number of fault pairs

III. PREVIOUS WORK
Previous approaches used an -by- distinguishability matrix to represent the distinguishability information between
each pair of faults under a given test set [3], where
is
the number of faults. If two faults are distinguishable, the
corresponding entries in the distinguishability matrix are set to
one. Two ways were proposed to update the distinguishability
matrix after every test pattern was simulated. The first way
uses a 2-D array to store every PO value of all the faulty
circuits after a test pattern is simulated. Then, each faulty
circuit is compared to 32 other faulty circuits at a time.
Since only half of the matrix need to be constructed because
it is symmetric, the number of comparisons for each test
pattern is
, where
is the number of
PO’s. After each comparison, the corresponding entries in
the distinguishability matrix for the distinguished fault pairs
are set. The second way uses two buckets, the one and zero
buckets, to store the faulty circuits with values of one and
zero, respectively, at each PO. The distinguishability matrix is
updated by traversing the bucket lists. Every fault in a zero
bucket is distinguishable from every fault in the corresponding
one bucket. Consequently, for every PO under every test
pattern, the traversal complexity is
, where
and
are the number of faults in the two buckets.
The above methods have two problems. The first is that the
memory requirement for the -by- distinguishability matrix
is quite large. The memory complexity is
. When the
circuit under diagnosis is large, the circuit will be partitioned
into smaller submodules, and the diagnostic capabilities will
be reported separately. The second problem is that many
operations are not necessary. For the first method, the output
response of each fault is compared to that of all other faults. In
fact, it is necessary only to compare its output response with
those of the faults that are still indistinguishable from it. That
is, the first method wastes a lot of time in comparing the PO
values of distinguished fault pairs. For the second method,
since every PO has zero and one buckets, a faulty circuit
might have known zero or one values at different PO’s and,
therefore, appear in more than one bucket. Consequently, each
distinguished fault pair, with respect to a test pattern, might be
traversed more than one time. In the following section, we will
propose our diagnostic simulation method which eliminates
the drawbacks described.
IV. PROPOSED DIAGNOSTIC METHOD
As described in the previous section, the methods for
updating the distinguishability matrix wasted some CPU time
in comparing the values of all the PO’s of the faulty circuits
that had already been distinguished by a sequence of test
patterns. In this section, we describe how our method minimizes the number of fault-pair output response comparisons
and demonstrate it by using a simple example. An extension
for diagnosing single stuck-at device failures is also made and
described.
A. Minimization of the Number of Comparisons
If we want to minimize the number of comparisons among
all the pairs of faulty circuits, we can compare the output
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response of each fault with only those faults that are still indistinguishable from it. Consequently, a list must be associated
with every fault to store its indistinguishable faults. We call
such a list an indistinguishable fault list (IFL). Before fault
diagnosis begins, every fault is indistinguishable from all other
faults. To construct each fault’s IFL, which contains all other
faults, in advance is impractical since a very large memory
would be necessary for very large circuits. To reduce the
memory usage, our method does not construct IFL’s for faults
until they are detected, i.e., the IFL for each undetected fault is
empty. Thus, each fault requires a detection flag to indicate its
detection. Once a fault becomes detected, its detection flag is
set, and the faults which are indistinguishable from it are put
into its IFL. After each subsequent test pattern is simulated,
each detected fault needs only to have its output response
compared with those of the faults in its IFL, instead of all
other faults. After each comparison, any newly distinguished
faults are removed from its IFL. Consequently, the length of
the IFL for each detected fault gets shorter while the number of
comparisons gets smaller as the diagnostic process proceeds.
For each test pattern, there may be newly detected faults
which are distinguishable from the good circuit response.
Two kinds of faults are put into the IFL of each newly
detected fault. The first one includes the detected faults that
are indistinguishable from it so far. This is done by traversing
the IFL of each detected fault to check whether it is in this
IFL or not. If yes, then the detected fault is put into its IFL.
The second kind consists of the undetected faults whose output
responses are indistinguishable from its response with respect
to the current test pattern. This is determined by comparing
its output response with those of undetected faults.
In constructing the IFL for a newly detected fault, not
all the faults that are indistinguishable from it are inserted
into its IFL. This is because the distinguishability relation
is distinis symmetrical [3]. That is, if a faulty circuit
guishable (indistinguishable) from a faulty circuit , then
the faulty circuit is distinguishable (indistinguishable) from
the faulty circuit . To minimize the number of fault-pair
output response comparisons in our diagnostic fault simulator,
the output responses for each fault pair are compared once
only, instead of twice. To do that, each fault is indexed with
a different number, called a fault number, before starting
simulation. By applying the symmetrical property, the IFL for
a newly detected fault contains 1) the detected faults which are
indistinguishable from it and whose fault numbers are larger
than its fault number and 2) the undetected faults that are
indistinguishable from it. The algorithm for maintaining the
previously constructed IFL’s and constructing the IFL’s for
newly detected faults after the simulation of each test pattern
is shown in Fig. 1.
The distinguishable function shown in Fig. 1 is a boolean
function to determine whether the output responses of a pair
of faults are distinguishable or not. If yes, then the function
returns a value of one. Otherwise, it returns a value of
zero. A pair of faulty circuits is said to be distinguishable
with respect to the current test pattern if any of their PO
values is distinguishable. We describe how to determine the
distinguishability of a PO value of two faulty circuits.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm for constructing and maintaining the IFL’s.

Fig. 2. Example illustrating the efficiency of our method.

A two-bit coding technique [4] has been used to represent
the circuit values 0, 1, and
as (1, 0), (0, 1), and (0, 0),
respectively. Let
be the value of the faulty circuit at
the th PO after a test pattern is simulated and
be
its corresponding coded value pair. Then the distinguishability
between a pair of faulty circuits
and at the th PO is
defined as
(1)
are the AND and XOR bit operations, rewhere and
spectively. If the computed value of
is
equal to one, then this pair of faulty circuits is distinguishable.
Otherwise, they are indistinguishable at the th PO with respect
to the current test pattern. The extension to comparing 32 PO
values is obvious and, therefore, omitted.
We use a simple example to explain the efficiency of
our algorithm and the IFL data structure. Without loss of
generality, we assume that after test patterns are simulated,
there are five detected faults, numbered from one to five, that
are indistinguishable from each other in a circuit with five
PO’s. Fig. 2 shows the IFL’s, the number of comparisons,
and the assumed distinguished fault pairs for each of the three
subsequent test patterns. In total, the number of comparisons
is 22 for the three test patterns. For the first method proposed
in [3], the number of comparisons is 30, ten comparisons for
each test pattern. This small example shows the efficiency of
our method.
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After all the test patterns have been simulated, the IFL for
each undetected fault is then constructed which includes the
detected faults that are indistinguishable from it and all other
undetected faults. Since we applied the symmetrical property
of the indistinguishability relationship into our diagnostic
simulator, the faults with smaller fault numbers which are
indistinguishable from a detected fault are also inserted into the
IFL of this detected fault. The sets of indistinguishable faults
are then obtained by finding all cliques of maximal sizes in
the graph created by the IFL’s of all the faults [3]. Having
these indistinguishability classes, the diagnostic capabilities,
diagnostic power, and diagnostic resolution are then computed.

TABLE I
CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS AND DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS FOR STG3 TEST VECTORS

B. Diagnosing Device Failure
To diagnose device failures given the output response for
every test vector, a mismatch score for each faulty circuit
was used in [3] to reflect the number of times each faulty
circuit was distinguished from the actual circuit at a PO.
The mismatch score was computed as follows. When a faulty
circuit had a known one or zero value at a PO which
was different from the actual circuit value, the mismatch
score was incremented by two. When the faulty circuit value
was unknown, the mismatch score was incremented by one.
Otherwise, the mismatch score was not incremented. Mismatch
scores were not modified when the good circuit value was
unknown at a given PO. Faults corresponding to faulty circuits
with lowest mismatch scores were identified as candidate
faults. This method allowed for approximate diagnosis of
multiple stuck-at faults and nonstuck-at faults. However, the
candidate faults it reported may be distinguishable from the
actual circuit. According to the results reported in [3], all
single faults were diagnosed correctly. However, for most of
the diagnosed multiple faults, only one out of five double faults
was identified correctly. For this reason, only diagnosis of
single stuck-at fault is tried in our diagnostic fault simulator.
To diagnose the location of a single stuck-at device failure,
a new candidate fault list is used to store the faults whose
output responses are indistinguishable from that of the failing
device, and each fault in this list has an indistinguishability
score indicating the indistinguishability degree between it and
the failing device. After the first test pattern is simulated, the
candidate fault list is constructed. Meanwhile, the indistinguishability scores are computed as follows. For each PO,
when the faulty value of a fault in this list is the same as that
of the failing device, the indistinguishability score of this fault
is not incremented. Otherwise, the score is incremented by
one. After each subsequent test pattern is simulated, each fault
in the candidate fault list has its output response compared
with that of the failing circuit. If these are distinguishable, this
fault is removed from the candidate fault list. Otherwise, its
indistinguishability score is updated. After all the test patterns
have been simulated, the faults remaining in the candidate fault
list are the possible locations for the failing device.
C. Experimental Results
The proposed sequential diagnostic fault simulator has been
designed, coded in C language, and run on a SUN station

TABLE II
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN THE METHODS

IN

[3]

AND

OUR METHOD

SPARC LX with 32 megabytes memory. To test its performance, several ISCAS89 sequential benchmark circuits [5]
were run and compared with the results obtained in [3],
which used a SUN station SPARC IPC with 24 megabytes
memory. Note that the performance of SPARC LX is about
two times that of a SPARC IPC. Both test sets were generated
by the STG3 sequential circuit test generator [6]. Table I
shows the characteristics of the circuits and the diagnostic
results obtained for the STG3 test vectors. The comparison
results are shown in Table II. Table III shows the sizes of the
indistinguishability classes for each circuit under the given
test set.
The results obtained by our method have been compared
with those obtained by the two procedures proposed in [3].
Note that the speedup factors shown in Table II have been
divided by two since the workstation used in this experiment
is about two times faster than the one used in [3]. The results
show that our method is more efficient than both procedures
for every circuit. For the circuit s35932, our method achieves
more than 18 times speedup for one-fifth of the original faults.
No result for diagnosing all the faults of s35932 has been
obtained by [3] since the memory was not sufficient to handle
so many faults. Due to the efficient list structure used in our
method, the results for processing all the faults of circuit
s35932 have also been obtained by our method, as shown
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TABLE III
SIZES

OF THE INDISTINGUISHABILITY

CLASSES

in Table II. The memory required for each circuit under the
given test set is shown in the last column of Table I. The
results show that the memory usage for circuit s35932 is 11
megabytes. This proves that our method is not only fast but
also memory-efficient.
The function for diagnosing a single stuck-at failure is also
incorporated into our simulator. Besides the test patterns, the
output response of the randomly selected failing device for
each test pattern is also used as input in our diagnostic fault
simulator. The diagnostic results are shown in Table IV. The
faults with lowest indistinguishability scores are reported as
the possible locations of the failing device. Note that the
candidate faults and the selected failing device are in the
same indistinguishability class(es). All single stuck-at faults
are diagnosed correctly. Including the diagnosis process into
our fault simulator causes a small overhead in execution time.
V. DISTRIBUTED DIAGNOSTIC FAULT SIMULATION
Although the above sequential diagnostic fault simulation
approach is very efficient as compared to the previous one [3],
it still takes 4.4 hours of CPU time for a very large circuit,
s35932, to complete the whole diagnostic process. It would be
useful to look for a new method that could further reduce the
time spent in diagnostic fault simulation.
One way of improving the speed of fault simulation is
to partition either the gates [7], the test patterns [8], or the
faults [9] and then to run on a distributed workstation system.
Although a diagnostic fault simulator is usually extended from
a fault simulation algorithm, the above partitioning approaches
cannot be applied to diagnostic fault simulation since each
fault’s indistinguishable fault list cannot be determined in
advance. For this reason, any prior partition might lead to
reporting incorrect diagnostic capabilities.
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TABLE IV
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS FOR SINGLE STUCK-AT FAULTS

One of the objectives for the diagnostic fault simulation
is to find the indistinguishable fault list for each fault. In
fact, only the detectable faults’ IFL’s need to be obtained
during the diagnostic process since the undetectable faults’
IFL’s can be obtained from those of the detectable faults. This
is because the fault-pair distinguishability has the symmetrical
relation described in Section IV-A. Therefore, the objective
for a distributed diagnostic fault simulation system is that
each computation node in the distributed system constructs
the IFL’s for some detectable faults. Overall, the computation
nodes in this distributed system construct the IFL’s of all the
detectable faults.
The problems now are 1) how to determine which faults are
detectable and 2) how to distribute them to each computation
node evenly, so that all the computation nodes complete
their own jobs in the same time, as quickly as possible.
The first problem can be solved by using a fault-dropping
fault simulator. Given a test set, a fault-dropping fault simulator can determine which faults are first detected by each
test pattern. With the development of efficient fault-dropping
fault simulators [10]–[12], the time spent on fault-dropping
fault simulation can be small as compared to that spent
on the whole diagnostic process. The second problem is
more difficult to solve since the faults in the IFL of each
detectable fault for each circuit cannot be determined in
advance. For this reason, we currently allow users to adjust
the percentage of faults, which are detectable with respect
to a given test set, whose IFL’s are going to be constructed
by each computation node, so as to try to find the best load
distribution.
Based on the above descriptions, we develop a distributed
diagnostic fault simulator for sequential circuits. This distributed network system is connected via ethernet. All the
computation nodes are SUN SPARC II workstations, in which
one is called HOST and the others are called SLAVE’s.
The algorithms for the HOST and each SLAVE are listed in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, and described separately. Before
continuing, we give some notations:
number of SLAVE’s to be used in the distributed
system;
th SLAVE, where is from 1 to ;
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new IFL’s for the newly detected faults are constructed, and
old IFL’s for the previously detected faults are maintained.
The algorithm for constructing new IFL’s and maintaining old
IFL’s was described in Section IV-A and listed in Fig. 1. After
all the test patterns are processed, the HOST sometimes has
to wait until all the SLAVE’s construct their IFL’s before the
sizes of the indistinguishability classes are obtained.
B. Algorithm for Each SLAVE

Fig. 3. Algorithm for the HOST.

Fig. 4. Algorithm for SLAVE

Si .

percentage of faults, which are detectable with respect to the given test set, whose IFL’s are going to
be constructed by ;
summation of all s;
group of faults whose IFL’s are constructed by ;
fault list in the HOST;
test pattern at which the first IFL is constructed in
;
test pattern at which the last IFL is constructed in ;
test pattern at which the first IFL is constructed in
the HOST.
A. Algorithm for the HOST
The parameters determined by the user include
and all
the s. The fault-dropping fault simulation algorithm, which
we developed [12], is performed until is met. It generates a
file containing the faults detected by each test pattern. This file
is read by each SLAVE to determine which faults’ IFL’s it is
going to construct, according to all the s. This process also
determines the value of
. All the SLAVE’s are activated
by the HOST using the “rsh” system call [13].
During the fault-dropping fault simulation, the faults whose
IFL’s are going to be constructed by all the SLAVE’s are
removed from the fault list. Consequently, the HOST only
deals with the undropped faults. Since no IFL in HOST is
constructed until
is reached, the test patterns before
only do fault simulation to record the faulty states for the
faults in the fault list. For each of the subsequent test patterns,

The detectable faults stored in the file generated by the faultdropping fault simulator are partitioned into
groups based
on s, according to their detection sequence. The IFL’s of the
detectable faults in group , i.e., , are to be constructed in .
For , the detectable faults in fault groups
to
are not included in its fault list. This is because the fault-pair
distinguishability relation is symmetrical. If a detectable fault
in fault group
is indistinguishable from a fault, say , in
any of fault groups
to
, then it must be in the IFL of
. We can finally put fault into the IFL of this detectable
to
fault. Consequently, the detectable faults in fault groups
can be removed from the fault list in . This is done in
the preprocessing function. This function also determines the
values of
and
.
Since no IFL is constructed until
is reached, only fault
simulation is done for the test patterns before
. As for
the test patterns between
and
, they need to construct
the IFL for each newly detected fault and maintain the IFL for
each previously detected fault. After the IFL’s for all the faults
in
have been constructed, only the faults in
or the faults
in these constructed IFL’s require output response comparison.
Therefore, the faults which are neither in
nor in these
constructed IFL’s are dropped from the fault list. Usually, the
dropped are a large percentage of the faults in the fault list. For
each of the subsequent test patterns, any newly distinguished
fault is removed from the faults list. Consequently, the fault
simulation time gets shorter due to the decreasing length of
the fault list.
After all the test patterns are processed, the faults in fault
group
and the faults in their IFL’s are saved. When the
HOST is constructing the IFL’s of all the detectable faults,
some extra faults should be inserted into some other detectable
faults’ IFL’s. For example, suppose that a detectable fault
is in fault group
and a detectable fault in its IFL is in
fault group
. In this situation, fault does not appear in the
IFL of fault since fault f is excluded from the initial fault
list of . To correctly get the diagnostic capabilities, fault
is inserted into the IFL of fault .
C. An Illustrative Example
We use an example, as shown in Fig. 5, to illustrate our distributed system. Suppose that there are n faults in a circuit, two
SLAVE’s are used, and test patterns are simulated. Without
loss of generality, we index all the faults in accordance with
their detection sequence. We further assume that fault group
contains the faults
to , fault group
contains the
faults
to
, and the rest of the faults constitute the fault
list of the HOST, i.e.,
. These values can be determined
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TABLE V
LOAD AND CPU TIME (IN SECONDS) FOR EACH MACHINE
UNDER THE BEST DISTRIBUTION OF EACH CASE

Fig. 5. Example illustrating our distributed diagnostic fault simulator.

after the user-defined parameters, i.e.,
and s, are assigned
by the user. With these values, we use
to illustrate the
algorithm for a SLAVE. In the preprocessing function, faults
to
are removed from the fault list, and
and
are determined, which are equal to
and , respectively.
Consequently, this fault list contains
to . For the test
patterns
to
, only fault simulation is performed to
record the faulty state of each fault in the fault list, since
no fault in this fault list can be detected. For test patterns
to , there may be newly detected faults for each test pattern,
so the fault-pair output response comparison is also performed
to construct new IFL’s and to maintain old IFL’s. For the test
patterns after , since the IFL’s for all the faults in fault group
are constructed, the faults that are neither in fault group
nor in the IFL’s of faults
to
are removed from the
fault list since they are distinguishable from all faults assigned
to processors two. In this way, the fault simulation time for
these test patterns can be reduced due to the reduction of the
fault list.
One of the main advantages for our distributed diagnostic
fault simulator is that it introduces a very low network
communication load. After reviewing our algorithm, we find
that only when each machine is reading the circuit for fault
diagnosis, when SLAVE’s are saving their results, or when
the HOST is reading these results is it necessary to transfer
data within the network. In other words, when our distributed
diagnostic fault simulator is running in the network system, it
hardly influences the jobs on other machines that need to use
the network to transfer data.
D. Experimental Results for Distributed
Diagnostic Fault Simulation
The proposed distributed diagnostic fault simulator for
sequential circuits has been designed, coded in C language,
and run on a SUN SPARC network system. The HOST and
SLAVE machines are SUN station SPARC II workstations with
32 megabytes memory. To test the efficiency of this approach,
some ISCAS89 sequential benchmark circuits [5] were used.
The circuits selected took much longer CPU time to complete
their diagnostic process than other circuits.
As described previously, it is very difficult to find a way
for all the circuits to distribute their load to each computation
node evenly. At the moment, we allow users to adjust the
percentage of faults s whose IFL’s are to be constructed by

TABLE VI
CPU TIME (IN SECONDS) AND SPEEDUP FOR THE
MOST TIME-CONSUMING MACHINE OF EACH CASE

each SLAVE. After making several trials for each circuit, the
best load distributions we have found for each case under the
given test sets, and the experimental results are summarized
in Tables V and VI. Up to four SLAVE’s were used in this
experiment.
Table V shows the loads and CPU time of each machine
under the best distribution of each case we have found. The
time for finding the sizes of indistinguishability classes is not
included. Based on the results shown in this table, we find that
the variation in the load dealt with in each machine is large
for each case. This confirms our statement that finding a best
load distribution is a very difficult job.
The CPU times, with and without including the time for
finding the indistinguishability classes, and their speedup factors for the most time-consuming machine of each case are
summarized in Table VI. The data shown in the third column
was obtained by using the HOST machine only. For the
medium and small size circuits, these two speedup factors
vary slightly since finding the sizes of indistinguishability
classes only occupies a very small percentage of the total
diagnostic fault simulation time. For the very large circuit
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s35932, since the number of faults in it is very large, finding
the sizes of indistinguishability classes takes a great deal of
CPU time, even longer than the CPU time spent on diagnostic
fault simulation when four SLAVE’s are used. Therefore,
the difference in speedup factors increases as the number of
SLAVE’s increases.
One more important observation for the circuit s35932
is that the speedup factor is greater than the number of
machines used. In other words, for this circuit, our distributed
diagnostic fault simulator achieves superlinear speedup results. To investigate the reason why superlinear speedup can
be obtained, we have rerun our sequential and distributed
diagnostic fault simulators to get some analytic data for
circuits s5378 and s35932. Fig. 6 shows the results obtained
from the sequential diagnostic fault simulator for different
percentages of faults diagnosed. The results show that the
and
time complexities of circuits s5378 and s35932 are
, respectively, under the given test sets. Table VII shows
the percentages of faults, tests, and CPU time for each phase
in the most time-consuming machine for the cases shown
in Table V. The distributed diagnostic fault simulation has
been separated into four phases: a) fault simulation phase,
which does fault simulation only, b) IFL construction and
maintenance phase, which does fault simulation, constructs
IFL’s for newly detected faults, and maintains constructed
IFLs, c) IFL maintenance phase, which does fault simulation
and maintains constructed IFLs, d) indistinguishability class
phase, which finds the indistinguishability classes. Note that
the HOST machine does not have IFL maintenance phase and
that SLAVE
does not have the fault simulation phase. From
Table VII, we find that most of the test patterns in each case
only deal with a small percentage of faults. We also find that
a great many distinguished faults have been removed from the
fault list for further diagnosing. Based on the results shown in
Fig. 6 and Table VII, we can understand why our distributed
diagnostic fault simulator obtains superlinear speedup for
circuit s35932. The Table also shows that the fourth phase
occupies a small percentage of CPU time for circuit s5378
which indicates that the diagnostic fault simulation time can
still be shortened by further increasing the number of computer
machines. For circuit s35932, the fourth phase occupies more
than 50 percent of the CPU time when four SLAVE’s are
used. That is, whenever the time spent in finding the indistinguishability classes is large, further increasing the number of
computer machines can get little improvement in shortening
the diagnostic fault simulation time. Is it possible to reduce the
time spent in finding indistinguishability classes? One possible
solution is to find a graph partitioning method to partition
the graph generated by all the IFL’s into subgraphs, and the
indistinguishability classes of each subgraph is obtained by one
computer machine in a distributed system. In this way, the time
spent in finding indistinguishability classes can be reduced, and
therefore, the time spent in diagnostic fault simulation can
be significantly shortened by further increasing the number
of computer machines. Min-cut graph partitioning [14] is
perhaps an appropriate solution for developing a distributed
algorithm to find the indistinguishability classes via a network
system.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Diagnostic time for different percentage of faults. (a) s5378. (b)
s35932.

TABLE VII
PERCENTAGES OF FAULTS, TESTS, AND CPU TIME FOR EACH
PHASE OF THE DIAGNOSTIC FAULT SIMULATION IN THE MOST
TIME-CONSUMING MACHINE OF EACH CASE SHOWN IN TABLE V

From the results obtained above, we find that it is very
difficult to find a best load distribution for all the circuits.
We also find that our system is inconvenient for users since
every best case must go through several trials. Therefore,
we heuristically find an easy way to determine the load
for each computation node. Based on the best load distri-
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TABLE VIII
CPU TIME (S) FOR EACH SLAVE DEALING WITH THE SAME PERCENTAGE OF FAULTS

(a)

(b)

for every circuit under a given test set. This is the challenge
of our future work.
VI. CONCLUSION

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 7. Performance comparison for different load distribution approaches.
(a) s400, (b) s526, (c) s1488, (d) s1494, (e) s5378, (f) s35932.

butions obtained above, we find that the performance for
the HOST is about two times that of each SLAVE. Therefore, we assume that each SLAVE deals with the same
percentage of faults and that the HOST deals with twice
the number of faults that each SLAVE deals with. For example, if two SLAVE’s are used, then the HOST deals
with 50 percent of the faults, and each SLAVE deals with
25 percent of the faults. We call this equal partitioning.
Under this condition, we did another experiment to show
the CPU time for each computation node in Table VIII.
From these results, we found that, for some cases, the most
time-consuming machine spends four times as much time
as the least time-consuming one. The comparisons of the
speedup factors, without including the time spent for finding
indistinguishability classes between the best partitioning and
equal partitioning, are summarized in Fig. 7. From these
figures, we find that the variation in speedup factors between
these two partitioning approaches get larger as the number
of SLAVE’s used increases. Obviously, this is not a good
load distribution approach. However, for circuit s35932, it still
achieves superlinear speedup. Up to now, we have not found
a better heuristic approach to obtain a best load distribution

In this paper, we have first presented an efficient sequential
diagnostic fault simulator for sequential circuits. In it, the
number of fault-pair output response comparisons has been
minimized by using an efficient list structure. Several ISCAS89 sequential benchmark circuits have been run to test its
performance. Experimental results show that this sequential
diagnostic method achieves a significant speedup but uses
smaller memory as compared to the previously developed
methods. To further speed up the diagnostic process, a distributed diagnostic fault simulator was then proposed and
developed. To the authors’ knowledge, no related approaches
for sequential circuits have been reported before. The major
idea for this distributed diagnostic fault simulator is that each
computation node finds the IFL’s for a certain percentage
of faults only. Experimental results show that, for a very
large circuit, s35932, the CPU time spent on fault diagnosis,
excluding the time spent in finding the sizes of indistinguishability classes, is reduced from 3.3 h on a single SUN SPARC
station II to less than 21 min on a network of four such
machines, and superlinear speedup is exhibited. This is quite
an improvement. However, a best load distribution might go
through several trials. The future work is to find a better way of
automatically distributing loads evenly without going through
manual trials.
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